The Wolfsonian Research Center, founded in 1993 to promote scholarly research in the decorative arts, design and architecture of the late-nineteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries, has announced several residential fellowships for the Wolfsonian academic term of February 1996 to July 1996. Guidelines and applications are now available for the Wolfsonian Scholar, Senior Fellowships, the Wolfsonian Senior Fellowship at the American Academy in Rome, the Wolfsonian/Victoria and Albert Museum Fellowship, Visiting Scholars, and Associate Appointments. Completed application forms for the Wolfsonian's second academic year are due May 15, 1995. Notification of fellowship awards will be made by August 15, 1995. For more information call (305) 531-1001.

Tired of the same old shows on TV? Rent some vintage videos! The Pajama Game with Doris Day is a 1957 delight, or how about The Road To Zanzibar, c.1941 with Bing Crosby and Bob Hope, or Carry Grant and Doris Day in the supremely silly and fun story That Touch of Mink, c.1962. Pop some popcorn & have some fun! During the Depression, children found entertainment in the cardboard disks which came in the caps of milk bottles - they would flip them! Today, these vintage milk caps are becoming collectible, and sell for $8-$10 a piece. One source for these vintage cardboard caps - Chick-a-boom in California (213) 931-7441 Forget the decorator's fees and delve into your own creativity at William Doyle Galleries' Treasure Auctions. These biweekly sales will offer an unconventional mix of eclectic home furnishings, perfect for those who want to furnish an apartment without breaking their budget. The auction series will begin on March 20, 1995, and continue biweekly on Monday mornings from then on. For more info. call (212) 427-2730.

On Cover: Jazz bowl by Victor Schreckengost, c.1931, was offered up for sale at Treadway Galleries February 12 Twentieth Century Auction and exceeded the pre-sale estimate of $22,000-27,000, hammering down at $29,700. Treadway's next 20th C. Auction will be held May 21.
The Modern Market is a new and exciting addition to The Echoes Report Supplemental, as well as another milestone for our company! This section presents dealers, shop owners and individuals with an opportunity to display a photograph of some of the inventory which they are offering for sale at the present time. A picture is worth a thousand words, and we feel these photographs will really help you, our subscribers, understand what kind of merchandise our advertisers are carrying and help you find the exact pieces you are looking for. This section will grow rapidly in size (pages) and therefore there are no restrictions on the amount of advertisers who can participate.

How to advertise in The Modern Market:
(The Modern Market will be part of every Supplemental which is published between each magazine issue.)

A Copy: send no more than 120 words. Please type.
B Photographs: please send horizontal 3x5 black & white prints. $6 extra charge to halftone photograph, $6 for reduction to 3x5 size if necessary.
C Rates: 1/3 page (3Hx8W") $80 2/3 page (6.25Hx8W") $160 Full page (10.5Hx8W) $240 Frequency discounts available, call for details.
D Deadlines: July 1st, Oct. 1st, Jan. 1st, Apr. 1st
E Send to: Deco Echoes, P.O. Box 2321, Mashpee, MA 02649 Fed Ex: 12 Lan Rd., Sandwich, MA 02563

* All advertisements must be prepaid with order

Leading New York City 20th Century Deco Arts Gallery
has limited space available for rent to the right dealers.

Up to 3,000 sq. ft. available.
Prices starting at $250.00 a month per showcase -
a golden opportunity not to be missed.

Be at the center of the art & antique market.
212-477-0116

"A Visual Fantasy"
As much as a museum as is it a gallery, Art & Industrial Design contains an array of treasures gathered from around the world to delight the eye and intrigue the fancy. A resource for many great public institutions, museums, and private collectors, the gallery features a choice selection of decorative arts of the 20th century. Among the prized items offered are original furniture by such influential designers as Donald Deskey, Gilbert Rohde, Wendell Castle and Isamu Noguchi, major examples of the ivory and bronze sculptures of Preiss and D.Chiparus, Daum crystal, Hagenauer sculptures, glass by Schneider and Lalique, and art deco clocks by Frankel, Weber and Rohde. Rare and often unattainable elsewhere, much of Art & Industrial Design’s collection is literally unique - and all of it is important.

& INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SHOP

ART & DESIGN OF THE 20TH CENTURY
399 Lafayette Street @ 4th St. / New York City
212-477-0116 / FAX 212-477-1420 / HRS: MON-SAT 12-7PM

SPECIALIZING IN:
- American Deco
- English Deco
- Victorian Glass
- Antiques
- Art & Chairs
- Tables
- China Cabinets
- Art & Industrial Design

We buy and sell the following artists:
DONALD DESKEY
GEORGE NELSON
FORMOSA
KNOLL ASSOC
MARCELLO FANTONI
VENINI GLASS
SEGUSO
D.CHIAPARUS
COLINET
ORREFORS
GOLDSCHEIDER
K. HARING
VERNIER PANTON
FULVIO BIANCONI
PICASSO
MIRÓ
K.F. HAGENAUER
WILLIAM SPRATLING
and many more!!
You're Smart to Plan Your Home Around "Home-Planned"

IT'S smart shopping—smart planning to make Heywood-Wakefield Modern your first choice! You'll buy it because it's so right in styling and usefulness for today. Your satisfaction will grow with each passing year, because this modern is so livable, thanks to the skillful use of curves to temper its lines to friendliness. You'll be delighted, too, with the way its versatile "Wheat" or "Champagne" finishes go so beautifully with such a variety of decorating treatments.

Important, too, is the advantage of the exclusive Heywood-Wakefield "Home-Planned" designs. This means you can add new pieces as you need them with full certainty that they will harmonize perfectly with those you purchase now for living room, dining room and bedrooms.

Remember, too, that the Heywood-Wakefield emblem is your assurance of fine woods, fashioned superbly by craftsmen with a tradition of more than a century of fine furniture making. Do see Heywood-Wakefield Modern soon at your favorite furniture or department store specializing in quality furniture.

Cadillac Jack

Featuring the largest selection of Heywood-Wakefield furniture in the country
- Total restoration available
- Buy, sell, trade

800-775-5078
HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD
Huge Selection includes:
1930s: Airflow bedroom & diningroom sets.
1940s: Jiranek desk/chest/bookcase & cocktail table, Riviera & Miami bedroom sets.
1950s: Triple "spider leg" table w/6 "dog bone" chairs, room divider, kneehole & student desks, nesting tables, tambour cabinets & buffets.
1960s: Crown glass china on buffet, Encore bedroom sets.
And more...Call us with your "wish list."
City Barn Antiques  (718) 855-8566  Buy/Sell/Rent

PEACOCK ALLEY
Antiques
35 Route 28 • Orleans, MA 02653

Offering a wide variety of 20th century decorative arts
Deco • Mid-Century Modern • 50s

(shown)
PAIR OF MACHINE AGE SOLID BRONZE SCONCES
Call: 508-240-1804

20th CENTURY LIMITED - A MARKET OF 20TH CENTURY ANTIQUES MAY 19, 20, 21 1995

Location: Intersection of Marion Street & North Blvd.; Oak Park, IL
Preview Show: Fri.: 6:30pm - 9:00pm, Admission • $20

Early Bird Special: Breakfast & Show:
Sat: 7:30am - 9:00am, Admission $10

Sat: 9:00am - 6:30pm; Sun: 10:30am - 5pm
Admission • $5 • Free Parking
Info: 708-879-5603
MODERN IN MANHATTAN
A SERIES OF TWENTIETH CENTURY AUCTIONS IN NYC
DECORATIVE & APPLIED ART FROM 1920 ON
CONSIGNMENTS AND/OR OUTRIGHT PURCHASES PRESENTLY CONSIDERED FOR OUR SPRING AUCTION

CATALOGS AVAILABLE
SHIPPING AVAILABLE

CHRIS KENNEDY
3 OLIVE ST. NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
800-4-1930-60

DAVID RAGO
1 SOUTH MAIN ST. LAMBERTVILLE, NJ 08530
609-397-9374

JUNE 10/11 1995
Metropolitan Antiques Pavilion
110 West 19th Street (6-7th Ave.)
New York City

20TH CENTURY AUCTION
MAY 21, 1995 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS USA

Arts & Crafts, Art Nouveau, Art Deco,
Art Glass, Lamps, European Ceramics
1950s/Modern Design
Italian & Scandinavian Glass

Our largest and most diverse offering to date:
furniture, ceramics, metalwork, rugs and glass.
Over 1100 lots.

Color Catalogs $30. Foreign $40.
Everything Guaranteed - Delivery Worldwide
Absentee Bids Welcome

TREADWAY GALLERY
2029 Madison Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45208 USA
513-321-6742 Fax: 513-871-7722

Ruba-Rombe glass vase, c.1928
Gilbert Rohde bedroom suite
THREE PIECES OF ORIGINAL DECO ART FOR SALE

These three beautiful pieces of original (signed) deco art came out of a deco home in Miami, FL. The man and woman are water colors, 24"x26" (framed) and are both signed Campbell. The woman with the wolfhound is a very delicately colored etching I believe and is 20"x25" (framed) signed, S. Fonseia. Call: 508-428-2324
Deco Echoes is pleased to announce that we now have available for purchase Limited Edition Serigraphs of works by Tamara de Lempicka. The richness of color and innovative brushwork of this legendary Art Deco artist makes these serigraphs an important addition to your collection. Seven of her most notable works are currently available: Adam & Eve ($3200), Auto Portrait ($2400), The Musician ($3000), Das Modell ($2200), Femme a la Colombe ($1600), Printemps (shown on cover $1600), and Beautiful Rafaela (call for price). A color flyer featuring the above mentioned works (excluding Rafaela) is available for $2 from Deco Echoes Publications at the address printed below.
ECHOES REPORT
PO Box 2321
Mashpee, MA 02649

* Louis C. Emond Jr
34 Robin Hood Dr.
Seekonk, MA 02771